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Quantum state teleportation is a protocol where a shared entangled state is used as a quantum channel to
transmit quantum information between distinct locations. Here we consider the task of estimating entanglement
of the underlying shared state in teleportation protocols. We show that the data accessible in a teleportation
experiment allows us to put a lower bound on some entanglement measures, such as entanglement negativity and
robustness. Furthermore, we show cases in which the lower bounds are tight. The introduced lower bounds can
also be interpreted as quantifiers of the nonclassicality of a teleportation experiment. Thus, our findings provide
a quantitative relation between teleportation and entanglement.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.99.032334
I. INTRODUCTION
The seminal work by Bennett et al. [1] from 1993 demon-
strated the possibility to faithfully transfer the quantum state
of a system to a spatially distant one, without having to
physically send it. Named quantum teleportation, this protocol
made a huge impact on the development of quantum infor-
mation processing, being a building block for more advanced
protocols such as cryptographic tasks [2], quantum repeaters
[3], quantum computing [4,5], and many others.
Ideally, in order to realize teleportation, two parties, Alice
and Bob, need to share a pair of particles in a maximally
entangled state |+〉 = ∑d−1i=0 |ii〉/√d , where d is the local
Hilbert space dimension of the system. Then, Alice applies
a joint Bell state measurement (a measurement where all
measurement operators are maximally entangled) on a third
system in state |ω〉 and her share of the maximally entangled
state and communicates the result to Bob. Bob, upon receiving
the message from Alice, applies a unitary operation on his sys-
tem, which ends up in the desired state |ω〉. A very important
feature of quantum teleportation is that Alice does not need to
know the state |ω〉.
In realistic conditions it is impossible to achieve perfect
quantum teleportation. There has been a lot of effort in de-
scribing imperfect teleportation as well as the role of generic
entangled states in the protocol. In a teleportation experiment
where a set of Nx states {ωx}Nxx=1—which need not necessarily
be pure states—is teleported, the most common benchmark
between classical and quantum teleportation is the average
fidelity of teleportation [6]
F σa|ωx =
1
Nx
∑
a,x
p(a|ωx )F
(
UaρBa|ωxU
†
a , ωx
)
, (1)
where F (ρ, σ ) = ‖√ρ√σ‖1 is the fidelity, and
ρBa|ωx =
trVA
[(
MVAa ⊗ 1B
)(
ωVx ⊗ ρAB
)]
p(a|ωx ) (2)
are the states Bob obtains, conditioned on the input state
ωx and Alice’s measurement output a, while p(a|ωx ) is the
probability for Alice to obtain the outcome a when the input
state is ωx. The teleportation process is considered to be
quantum (i.e., nonclassical) if the fidelity of teleportation is
higher than the fidelity that could be obtained using solely
classical resources (i.e., no entanglement preshared between
Alice and Bob). Based on this figure of merit, not all entangled
states are useful for achieving nonclassical teleportation [6,7],
among them the bound entangled states [8].
Notice that the average fidelity of teleportation is a coarse-
grained measure, reducing all the information available in a
teleportation experiment to a single number. Thus, it could
happen that, even though an entangled state could not achieve
an average fidelity higher that a separable state, a deeper
analysis of the relation between input and output states,
summarized by the states (2) and observed statistics p(a|ωx ),
could lead to a better assessment on the nonclassical nature of
the teleportation process. Motivated by this, in our recent work
[9] we proved that the information available in a teleportation
experiment allows us to prove that every entangled state can
be used to demonstrate a nonclassical teleportation process, if
a suitable set of input states and measurement are chosen. The
method was moreover used to experimentally demonstrate
nonclassical teleportation stemming from a state unable to
outperform separable states in terms of the average fidelity
of teleportation [10].
Our main goal is to go beyond detection of nonclassicality,
and to show that the teleportation data can also be used
to estimate the amount of entanglement of the state shared
between Alice and Bob. This can be done in two ways:
by considering the full teleportation data (the correlations
between input and output states) or through the violation of
teleportation witnesses (linear functions of teleportation data).
Let us recall the formalism for describing quantum state
teleportation introduced in [9]. Quantum teleportation mani-
fests in the nonlocal correlations between Alice’s joint mea-
surement outputs and states prepared for Bob. A teleportation
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experiment is nonclassical if it excludes a “local-hidden-
channel model,” which would, in a classical way, correlate
Alice’s outputs with Bob’s reduced states. In order to see
exactly the form of such classical teleportation channels let
us see what data Alice and Bob can observe if they share a
separable state. The set of reduced states of Bob forms a tele-
portation assemblage (teleportage in [11]). In a teleportation
experiment, Bob’s (unnormalized) state, given Alice’s input
state is ωVx , is given by
σBa|ωx = trVA
[(
MVAa ⊗ 1B
)(
ωVx ⊗ ρAB
)]
= trV
[
˜MVBa
(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)]
, (3)
where MVAa are the operators describing the measurement
happening inside Alice’s box, and
˜MVBa = trA
[(
MVAa ⊗ 1B
)(1V ⊗ ρAB)]. (4)
Notice that the normalization of σBa|ωx gives the probabilities
of Alice’s outcomes p(a|ωx ).
If ρAB is separable, i.e., ρAB = ∑λ pλρAλ ⊗ ρBλ , then [9]
˜MVBa =
∑
λ
pλMVa|λ ⊗ ρBλ , (5)
where
MVa|λ = trA
[
MVAa
(
1V ⊗ ρAλ
)]
. (6)
We call this case a local-hidden-channel model for the telepor-
tation experiment, since it can be understood in the following
way: at each round of the experiment a classical variable λ is
sent to Alice and Bob. Upon reading the value of λ Alice’s
device output a with probability p(a|ωx, λ) = tr[MVa|λωVx ] and
Bob’s device generates the state ρλ.
Given an observed teleportation data, i.e., {σ Ba|ωx }, such
classical model can be tested by solving the following opti-
mization problem:
given
{
σBa|ωx
}
a,x
,
{
ωVx
}
x
find
{
˜MVBa
}
a
s.t. σBa|ωx = tr
[
˜MVBa
(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)] ∀a, x,
˜MVBa ∈ S ∀a, (7)
where S denotes the set of separable operators, i.e., operators
of the form
∑
λ τλ ⊗ χλ, with τλ  0 and χλ 0 for all λ. This
set cannot be characterized in a simple way, but its relaxations
to the set of operators with positive partial transpose (PPT)
or the set of k-shareable operators [12] can be characterized
through linear SDP constraints [13].
In Ref. [9] we proved that with a suitable set of input states
and a suitable measurement for Alice, every entangled state
leads to a nonclassical teleportation data, in the sense of not
having the models (3) and (5).
To conclude the Introduction, let us note that there are
two elements contributing to the constraint that the channel
operators (4) are separable: the shared state ρAB is separable;
or Alice’s measurement operators MVAa are not entangling
operators. Indeed, taking MVAa =
∑
λ τ
V
λ,a ⊗ χAλ,a makes the
channel operators separable:
˜MVBa = trA
[(∑
λ
τVλ,a ⊗ χAλ,a ⊗ 1B
)
(1V ⊗ ρAB)
]
=
∑
λ
τVλ,a ⊗ πBλ,a, (8)
where πBλ,a = tr[(χAλ,a ⊗ 1B)ρAB]. With this in mind, infeasi-
bility of the problem (7) certifies two things simultaneously:
(1) the state ρAB is entangled,
(2) the measurements MVAa are entangling.
In the rest of this paper we show that entanglement not only
leads to qualitatively different teleportation experiments than
separable states, but it can also be quantified from a teleporta-
tion experiment. In Sec. II we discuss possibilities to quantify
entanglement negativity from a teleportation experiment. In
Sec. III we put a lower bound on robustness of entanglement
and define various robustness-based teleportation quantifiers.
Finally, in Sec. IV we introduce teleportation weight and
relate it to the best separable approximation of an entangled
state.
II. ESTIMATING ENTANGLEMENT NEGATIVITY
FROM A TELEPORTATION EXPERIMENT
Negativity of entanglement [14] is a widely used entangle-
ment measure, largely due to the fact that it can be computed
efficiently. In the original paper introducing entanglement
negativity [14], the authors examined relation between “tele-
portation capacity” of a quantum state and its negativity. More
precisely, the authors proved that the average fidelity of tele-
portation puts a lower bound on the entanglement negativity
of the shared state. Since we introduced a way to characterize
teleportation experiment beyond average fidelity, we expect
that our method can give some further insight into the role
of entanglement negativity in teleportation. In this section we
prove that, indeed, by using all the accessible information in
a teleportation experiment one can place lower bound on the
entanglement negativity of the shared state ρAB.
A. Estimating entanglement negativity from teleportation data
The entanglement negativity of a state ρAB can be ex-
pressed in the following way:
N (ρAB) = min
ρ+,ρ−
tr(ρ−)
s.t. ρAB = ρ+ − ρ− (9)
ρ±TA  0.
Let us see how this optimization problem can be rephrased in
terms of the available teleportation data, i.e., the teleportation
assemblage {σa|ωx }a,x. Analogously to (3) we can introduce
the auxiliary teleportation assemblages
σ±a|ωx = trVA
[(
MVAa ⊗ 1B
)(
ωVx ⊗ ρAB±
)]
.
With this notation the first constraint from (9) can be written
as
σa|ωx = σ+a|ωx − σ−a|ωx .
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The objective function is easily identified as∑
a
tr
[
σ−a|ωx
] = tr[ωVx ⊗ ρAB− ] = tr[ρAB− ]. (10)
Finally we have to characterize the effective measurements
M∗VBa,± which can arise from a PPT state. From (4) and the
identity
trB[(1A ⊗ MBC)(+AB ⊗ 1C)] = 1d (M
AC)TA (11)
we obtain
d
(
M∗VBa
)T = trV1A[(1V ⊗ MV1Aa ⊗ 1B)(+VV1 ⊗ ρABTB )].
(12)
If the state ρAB is PPT the left-hand side of the last equation
represents an unnormalized quantum state, which means that
the operators (M∗a VB)
T
and hence (M∗a VB) are also positive,
which justifies the last constraint from (13). Now we are ready
to construct a semidefinite program whose solution represents
a lower bound on the negativity of the shared state ρAB:
min
{M∗a,±}a,ρ±
∑
a
tr
[
σ−a|ωx
]
s.t. σa|ωx = σ+a|ωx − σ−a|ωx ,
σ±a|ωx = trV
[
M∗a,±
VB(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)]
,∑
a
M∗a,±
VB = 1V ⊗ ρB±,
M∗VBa,±  0. (13)
The next step is to prove that the solution of (13) lower bounds
the negativity of entanglement of the state ρAB, given by the
solution of (9). First let us note that in the case the set of input
states is tomographically complete and Alice applies the Bell
state measurement, the solutions to (9) and (13) coincide. To
see that, let us rewrite the optimization problem (13) for a = 0
given that MVA0 = +VA:
min
ρ±
tr[ρ−]
s.t. trVA
[(+VA ⊗ 1B)(ωVx ⊗ ρAB)]
= trVA
{(+VA ⊗ 1B)[ωVx ⊗ (ρAB+ − ρAB− )]},
σ±0|ωx = trV
[
M∗VB0,±
(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)]
,
M∗VB0,± = trA[(+VA ⊗ 1B)(1V ⊗ ρAB± )]
= 1
d
ρ
TB±  0. (14)
The first constraint in case of a tomographically complete set
of inputs is satisfied if and only if
ρAB = ρ+ − ρ−,
which finally reduces (14) to (9). For the other values of a
the constraints from (14) are automatically satisfied. The first
constraint can be rewritten as
trVA
[(
U Va 
+VAU †a
V ⊗ 1B)(ωVx ⊗ ρAB)]
= trVA
{(
U Va 
+VAU †a
V ⊗ 1B)[ωVx ⊗ (ρAB+ − ρAB− )]},
which is equivalent to
trVA
[(+VA ⊗ 1B)(U †a VωVx U Va ⊗ ρAB)]
= trVA
{(+VA ⊗ 1B)[U †a VωVx U Va ⊗ (ρAB+ − ρAB− )]}.
If the set {ωx}x is tomographically complete, so is {U †a ωxUa}x,
and thus the last statement is equivalent to ρAB = ρ+ − ρ−.
Similarly the last constraint from (14) reduces to UaρTB± U †a 
0, which is satisfied if ρTB±  0. Thus, we see that when Alice
applies the full Bell state measurement and has access to a
tomographically complete set of input states, the optimization
problems (13) and (9) are equivalent.
In the general case, note that the states ρ ′± leading to
the optimal solution of (9) by forming σ±a|ωx = trVA[(MVAa ⊗
1B)(ωVx ⊗ ρ ′AB± )] with arbitrary measurements {MVAa } and
input states {ωx}x satisfy all the constraints of (13). The
equivalence between the objective functions follows from (10)
and the last constraint is satisfied due to (12). This means
that the solution to (13) cannot be larger than N (ρAB), i.e., it
places a lower bound on the entanglement negativity of ρAB.
B. Estimating entanglement negativity from violations
of nonclassical teleportation witnesses
In [9] we introduced an SDP optimization problem which
determines if observed teleportation data can be reproduced
with classical teleportation channels. The dual form of the in-
troduced SDP gives a nonclassical teleportation witness, i.e.,
an operator which is positive whenever evaluated on Bob’s
states obtained from a classical teleportation experiment, but
can take a negative value when evaluated on states resulting
from a nonclassical teleportation. Violation of nonclassical
teleportation witness was used to experimentally certify non-
classicality of a teleportation protocol in [10]. In this subsec-
tion we show that teleportation witnesses, besides certifying
nonclassical teleportation, can be used to put a lower bound
on entanglement negativity of the shared state. The use of
teleportation witnesses may be favorable since knowing the
full teleportation assemblage requires performing quantum
state tomography which is often a costly task. Contrarily, one
can obtain the violation of a teleportation witness without
performing the full tomography of the teleported states.
Let us observe that the average teleportation fidelity repre-
sents a particular type of teleportation witness, and remind
again that the authors of [14] proved that it lower bounds
entanglement negativity. Here we provide an SDP which
allows us to estimate entanglement negativity from violation
of an arbitrary teleportation witness Fa|ωx . Assuming that the
observed violation of the witness is w, the following SDP
provides a lower bound on the negativity of the shared state
N (ρAB)  f (w) = min
{M∗VBa± }a,ρB±
tr[ρB−]
s.t. w =
∑
a,x
tr
[(
ωx
V ⊗ F Ba|ωx
)(
M∗VBa+ − M∗VBa−
)]
,
∑
a
M∗VBa± = 1V ⊗ ρB±,
M∗VBa±  0 ∀a. (15)
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This optimization problem is equivalent to (13). It looks for
the state with minimum negativity that could have led to the
given violation of the nonclassical teleportation witness.
III. ESTIMATING ENTANGLEMENT ROBUSTNESS
FROM TELEPORTATION EXPERIMENTS
Entanglement negativity is not the only entanglement mea-
sure that can be estimated from a teleportation experiment. In
this section we turn our attention to entanglement robustness
and show how it can be inferred from full data accessible in
a teleportation experiment. Moreover, we show that the lower
bound can have a meaning of a quantifier of nonclassicality of
teleportation.
An intuitive way to quantify nonclassicality (e.g., entan-
glement, EPR steering, nonlocality, etc.) is in terms of its
robustness to noise. Such robustness measures are expressed
as the maximal amount of noise which can be added to the
given object before it becomes classical. Specifying the type
of added noise allows for different types of robustness to
be defined. Entanglement robustness [15] is a well known
example: for a bipartite state ρAB the entanglement robustness
is defined through the following optimization problem:

(ρAB) = min
r,ρs,σS
r
s.t.
ρAB + rρs
1 + r = σS,
σS ∈ S, (16)
Depending on the properties of ρs, different types of entan-
glement robustness can be defined:
(i) generalized entanglement robustness [16] 
gen, ob-
tained when the only constraint is that ρs is a valid quantum
state.
(ii) separable entanglement robustness 
sep, obtained
when the state ρs is separable.
(iii) random entanglement robustness 
r, obtained when
the state ρs is maximally mixed ρs = 1d2 .
Based on the inclusion relations between the sets of states
to which ρs belongs, it follows that

gen  
sep  
r.
Anticipating its role in estimating entanglement robustness
let us define teleportation robustness. The central object in
a teleportation experiment is the teleportation assemblage
{σa|ωx }a,x. Robustness of teleportation represents the maximal
proportion of a “noise assemblage” with which {σa|ωx }a,x can
be mixed before it becomes classical:
τ ({σa|ωx }) = max
r,{σ¯a|ωx },{M∗a }
r
s.t.
σBa|ωx + rσ¯Ba|ωx
1 + r = trV
[
M∗a
VB(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)]
,
∑
a
M∗a
VB = 1V ⊗
∑
a σ
B
a|ωx + r
∑
a σ¯
B
a|ωx
1 + r ,
M∗a
VB ∈ S ∀a.
(17)
The constraints on the noise assemblage {σ¯a|ωx }a,x determine
different types of teleportation robustness:
(i) generalized teleportation robustness τgen, obtained
when the only constraint on {σ¯a|ωx }a,x is that it is allowed by
quantum theory.
(ii) classical teleportation robustness τcl, obtained when
{σ¯a|ωx }a,x describes classical teleportation.
(iii) random teleportation robustness τr, obtained when
each element of {σ¯a|ωx }a,x is proportional to the maximally
mixed state.
Each type of teleportation robustness places a lower bound
on the corresponding type of entanglement robustness of the
shared state. This is to be expected, since it has previously
been shown that it is possible to place lower bounds on
different entanglement quantifiers of the shared state in a
measurement-device-independent manner [17,18]. Since we
have already established teleportation as corresponding to
the one-sided measurement-device-independent scenario, it
seems natural that teleportation quantifiers are also related to
the entanglement quantifiers of the shared state ρAB [see (3)].
Moreover, we can show that if Alice applies a full Bell
state measurement and the set of input states is tomographi-
cally complete, then each teleportation robustness equals the
corresponding entanglement robustness of the shared state
ρAB. Since the proofs are similar in spirit to those used for
lower bounding entanglement negativity, we leave the detailed
proofs for the Appendix A.
IV. TELEPORTATION WEIGHT AND BEST
SEPARABLE APPROXIMATION
In the previous section we saw that the lower bound on
entanglement robustness inferred from a teleportation experi-
ment can be seen as a teleportation quantifier. In this section
we start from the opposite direction, i.e., we first define
a teleportation quantifier and then we show that it puts a
lower bound on the corresponding entanglement measure. An
operationally meaningful teleportation quantifier different to
robustness-based quantifiers is the teleportation weight. Any
teleportation assemblage can be written as a convex combina-
tion of an assemblage obtained via classical teleportation and
a nonclassical one. The minimal proportion of the nonclassi-
cal teleportation assemblage defines the teleportation weight.
It can be seen as an analog to the best separable approximation
[19], EPR2 decomposition [20], and the steering weight [21].
Mathematically, we define the teleportation weight in the
following way:
TW
({
σBa|ωx
}) = min
p,{ ¯Ma},{ ˜Ma}
p
s.t. σBa|ωx = trV
[(
p ˜MVBa + (1 − p) ¯MVBa
)
ωVx ⊗ 1B
]
∑
a
trV
[
˜MVBa
(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)]
=
∑
a
trV
[
˜MVBa
(
ωVx′ ⊗ 1B
)]
, ∀x, x′,
¯MVBa  0, ¯MVBa ∈ S, ∀a,(
˜MVBa
)TV  0, ∀a. (18)
In this definition the channel operators ¯MVBa describe classical
teleportation, which is why they have to be positive and
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separable, while ˜MVBa are channel operators corresponding to
nonclassical teleportation, satisfying instead the constraint of
the positivity of the partial transpose [see (A28)]. Nonzero
teleportation weight witnesses that teleportation is nonclas-
sical, which in turn means that the state Alice and Bob share
is entangled. When the set of input states is tomographically
complete and the state Alice and Bob share is maximally
entangled the teleportation weight must be equal to 1. More-
over, any pure entangled shared state with tomographically
complete set of input states has maximal teleportation weight.
Just as teleportation robustness quantifiers can be seen to
provide bounds on the corresponding entanglement robust-
ness quantifiers, so too does the teleportation weight of the
teleportation assemblage {σa|ωx }a,x place a lower bound on
the best separable approximation of the state ρAB. The best
separable approximation of a bipartite state ρAB is a monotone
which says how much of a separable state is contained in the
state ρAB and is defined as

BSA(ρAB) = minp,ρs,σS p
s.t. ρAB = pρs + (1 − p)σS, (19)
σS ∈ S,
We leave the proof that TW({σBa|ωx })  
BSA(ρAB) for the
Appendix B. We also show in the Appendix B that in case
Alice has a tomographically complete set of input states and
performs a Bell state measurement, the resulting teleportation
assemblage has teleportation weight equal to the best separa-
ble approximation of the state Alice shares with Bob.
V. EXAMPLES
In this section we present several examples of the methods
presented in this work. An online notebook reproducing all of
the figures presented in this section can be found at [22].
Negativity estimation—In Fig. 1 we plot the teleportation-
based lower bound on the negativity for the state
p|+〉〈+| + (1 − p)|01〉〈01|, when Alice performs a full
Bell state measurement and uses a tomographically complete
set of input states (eigenstates of the Pauli operators). The
graph was obtained by using the SDP (13). We see that, as
expected, the lower bound is tight, and equal to the negativity
of the state.
Robustness estimations—In Fig. 2 we show a graph show-
ing different types of teleportation robustness, i.e., lower
bounds to the corresponding types of entanglement robustness
of teleportation assemblages produced by using state ρ =
p|+〉〈+| + (1 − p)|01〉〈01|. The graphs are obtained by
performing SDP optimizations (17) with different types of
noise.
Teleportation weight—The teleportation weight of the state
p|+〉〈+| + (1 − p)14 corresponding to different scenarios(i.e., different sets of input states) is presented in Fig. 3. The
graph is obtained by solving the SDP formulation of (18).
We see that the teleportation weight for a tomographically
complete set of input states is larger than zero whenever
p > 13 , which is the separability bound for Werner states. This
does not change even if Alice does not apply the full Bell
state measurements, but projects only onto one of the Bell
FIG. 1. Teleportation-based lower bound on the negativity, and
negativity of the state p|+〉〈+| + (1 − p)|01〉〈01|. Alice performs
a full Bell state measurement and uses a tomographically complete
set of input states. In this case, the lower bound on the negativity is
tight, so the curves for the negativity and the negativity lower bound
coincide.
states (i.e., a partial Bell state measurement). When the set of
input states consists of eigenstates of two Pauli observables,
nonclassical teleportation is detected only when p > 12 .
Bound entangled states—One of the most striking new
insights resulting from using all the observable data in a tele-
portation experiment is that all entangled states can be used
to certify nonclassical teleportation. Previously, all bound en-
tangled states were considered to be useless for teleportation.
FIG. 2. Teleportation robustnesses for the state ρ=p|+〉〈+|+
(1 − p)|01〉〈01|. The set of quantum inputs consists of all eigenstates
of three Pauli operators. For this particular teleportation assemblage
the generalized and classical teleportation robustness coincide. We
can see that even when the average teleportation fidelity is smaller
than 2/3 the robustness quantifiers are larger than zero, demonstrat-
ing nonclassical teleportation.
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FIG. 3. Teleportation weight for different scenarios involving the
state p|+〉〈+| + (1 − p) 14 : Alice either performs a full or partial
Bell state measurement, and uses either a tomographically complete
set of inputs (eigenstates of X , Y , and Z), or a tomographically
incomplete set of measurements (eigenstates of X and Z). The
teleportation weight is insensitive to the choice of measurements for
both sets of inputs, indicating that it is only the conclusive events
(corresponding to POVM elements that are entangled) that count.
One of the most famous examples of bound entangled states
is the Horodecki state [23]:
ρH = 18a + 1
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
a 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a
0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0
a 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a
0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1+a2 0
√
1−a2
2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0
a 0 0 0 a 0
√
1−a2
2 0
1+a
2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
(20)
for values a ∈ (0, 1). The dependence of the teleportation
weight of the teleportation assemblage obtained by using the
Horodecki state with parameter a is given in Fig. 4. The
set of input states is chosen to be tomographically complete
and a partial Bell state measurements is performed (MVA1 =|+〉〈+|, MVA2 = 1− MVA1 ). The teleportation weight of the
Horodecki state is small in value, but we observed that other
bound entangled states give higher weights, even maintaining
a partial Bell state measurement. For example, the “pyramid”
UPB (unextendable product bases) state [24], with tomo-
graphically complete set of inputs, has teleportation weight
equal to 0.2350.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work we have discussed the estimation of entan-
glement from teleportation experiments and closely related
problem of quantifying nonclassical teleportation. Taking into
account the central role of quantum teleportation in vari-
ous quantum information protocols, it is very important to
improve our understanding of the role of entanglement in
the protocol, both qualitatively and quantitatively. We showed
FIG. 4. Dependence of the teleportation quantifiers introduced
here on parameter a the Horodecki state, using a tomographically
complete set of input states (chosen randomly to produce this plot),
and a partial Bell state measurement. For all values of a = 0 or
1, nonclassical teleportation is demonstrated. The curves for the
classical and the generalized teleportation robustness coincide. Sep-
arability of the channel operators was relaxed to the requirement of
having a 2-symmetric PPT extension [12].
that by using the full data available in an experiment we can
put lower bounds on several entanglement measures, such as
entanglement negativity, robustness of entanglement, and the
best separable approximation. Importantly, in accordance with
our previous work [9] we have shown that we can estimate
nonzero entanglement even from teleportation experiments
in which the average fidelity of teleportation falls below the
classical limit. The inferred lower bound appears to be tight
in case when Alice applies a full Bell state measurements and
the set of input states is tomographically complete.
It is worth mentioning that lower bounds on different
entanglement measures can actually be seen as teleportation
quantifiers. We thus paid additional attention to operationally
meaningful robustness based teleportation quantifiers, and the
teleportation weight.
There are several possible directions for future research.
One would be to identify other known entanglement measures
which can be estimated from a teleportation experiment. A
more demanding task would be to mirror the protocol of
certifying and estimating nonclassicality of teleportation to
some other protocols which use teleportation as a subroutine.
Finally, while all our results regard finite-dimensional telepor-
tation it would be interesting to understand what can be said
about continuous variable teleportation.
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APPENDIX A: LOWER BOUNDS ON
ENTANGLEMENT ROBUSTNESS
The entanglement present in the shared state ρAB is a
necessary resource for nonclassicality of teleportation assem-
blage {σa|ωx }a,x. Given robustness-based nonclassicality mea-
sures for both the state ρAB and the teleportation assemblage
{σa|ωx }a,x, it is instructive to compare their values.
In this paper we prove the following relations:
τgen({σa|ωx })  
gen(ρAB), (A1)
τcl({σa|ωx })  
sep(ρAB), (A2)
τr({σa|ωx })  
r(ρAB). (A3)
All inequalities are saturated when Alice teleports a tomo-
graphically complete set of inputs and performs a Bell state
measurement.
1. Generalized teleportation robustness
Let us examine in detail the generalized teleportation ro-
bustness of a teleportation assemblage {σa|ωx }a,x, obtained by
using the measurement {Ma} on a shared state ρAB, and a set
of input states {ωx}x. This quantity is given by (17) when the
only constraint on {σ¯a|ωx }a,x is that it is admissible by quantum
theory:
τgen({σa|ωx }) = min
r,{M∗a },{σ¯a|ωx }
r
s.t.
σBa|ωx + rσ¯Ba|ωx
1 + r = trV
[
M∗a
VB(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)]
,
σ¯Ba|ωx ∈ Tq,∑
a
M∗a
VB = 1V ⊗
∑
a σa|ωx + r
∑
a σ¯a|ωx
r + 1 ,
M∗a
VB  0, M∗a VB ∈ S, ∀a, (A4)
where Tq is the set of teleportation assemblages admissible
by quantum theory, i.e., those which can arise by performing
a quantum measurement on a shared quantum state (this
requirement will be made more explicit in the next section of
the Appendix in Eq. (A28)). The set of constraints given above
imposes that the mixture of the observed assemblage {σa|ωx }a,x
with some other hypothetical assemblage {σ¯a|ωx }a,x can be
simulated classically. We note that all constraints can be
written in a linear form—with a suitable relaxation of the set
of separable operators this problem is readily solved by using
semidefinite programming optimization (SDP) [13]. The only
nontrivial constraint regards the characterization of the set
Tq, but in the next section we will show that membership in
such a set also can be imposed as a semidefinite programming
constraint.
From the definition of the generalized entanglement ro-
bustness we know that
ρAB + 
gen(ρAB)
1 + 
gen(ρAB) = σS, (A5)
for some state ρs and a separable state σS . By tensoring with
ωVx and applying measurement {MVAa }a, (A5) becomes
1
1 + 
gen(ρAB) trVA
[(
MVAa ⊗ 1B
)(
ωVx ⊗ ρAB
)]
+ 
gen(ρ
AB)
1 + 
gen(ρAB) trVA
[(
MVAa ⊗ 1B
)(
ωVx ⊗ ρABs
)]
= trVA
[(
MVAa ⊗ 1B
)(
ωVx ⊗ σABS
)]
,
for every x and a. This is equivalent to
σa|ωx + 
gen(ρAB)σ¯a|ωx
1 + 
gen(ρAB) = trV
[
M∗a
VB(ωVx ⊗ 1B)], (A6)
where
σ¯a|ωx = trVA
[(
MVAa ⊗ 1B
)(
ωVx ⊗ ρABs
)]
is an arbitrary teleportation assemblage (for an arbitrary state
ρs). At the same time,
M∗a
VB = trA
[(
MVAa ⊗ 1B
)(
1V ⊗ σABS
)] (A7)
is separable when σS is separable. Furthermore,
∑
a
M∗a
VB = trA
[(∑
a
MVAa ⊗ 1B
)(
1V ⊗ σABS
)]
= trA
(
1V ⊗ σABS
)
= 1V ⊗ trA ρ
AB + 
gen(ρAB) trA ρABs
1 + 
gen(ρAB)
= 1V ⊗
∑
a σa|ωx + 
gen(ρAB)
∑
a σ¯a|ωx
1 + 
gen(ρAB) , (A8)
where the second line follows from the completeness relation∑
a Ma = 1, the third line follows from (A5), and the last line
is obtained by using the definitions of σa|ωx and σ¯a|ωx .
From (A6), (A8), and the separability of M∗a VB, it follows
that 
gen(ρAB) satisfies all the constraints from (A4). Since the
mixing teleportation assemblage σ¯a|ωx did not have any special
properties, apart from being realizable in quantum theory, the
generalized teleportation robustness of {σa|ωx }a,x cannot be
bigger than 
gen(ρAB):
τgen
({
σa|ωx
})
 
gen(ρAB). (A9)
2. Classical teleportation robustness
The classical teleportation robustness τcl(·) is defined by
(17) with the additional constraint that the mixing telepor-
tation assemblage describes classical teleportation. Such a
teleportation assemblage is characterized by positive and
separable channel operators ¯MVBa as shown in (5) and
(8). With these constraints, the classical teleportation ro-
bustness can be expressed as the following optimization
problem:
τcl({σa|ωx }) = min{ra},{ ¯Ma},{M∗a }
r
s.t.
σBa|ωx + rσ¯Ba|ωx
1 + r = trV
[
M∗VBa
(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)]
,
σ¯Ba|ωx = trV
[(
¯MVBa
)(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)] ∀a, x,
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¯MVBa , M
∗VB
a  0, ∀a,
¯MVBa , M
∗VB
a ∈ S, ∀a,∑
a
¯MVBa = 1V ⊗
∑
a
σ¯a|ωx ,
∑
a
M∗VBa = 1V ⊗
∑
a σa|ωx + r
∑
a σ¯a|ωx
1 + r . (A10)
The classical teleportation robustness mirrors the classical en-
tanglement robustness 
sep(ρAB) which satisfies the following
equation:
ρAB + 
sep(ρAB)ρs
1 + 
cl(ρAB) = σS, (A11)
where now both states ρs and σS are separable. By tensoring
with ωVx and applying the measurement {MVAa }a this becomes
σa|ωx + 
sep(ρAB)σ¯a|ωx
1 + 
sep(ρAB) = trV
[
M∗a
VB(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)]
, (A12)
where now the mixing assemblage can be expressed in terms
of separable channel operators ¯MVBa ,
σ¯a|ωx = trV
[
¯MVBa
(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)]
,
¯MVBa = trA
[(
MVAa ⊗ 1B
)(
1V ⊗ ρABs
)]
,∑
a
¯MVBa = 1V ⊗
∑
a
σ¯a|ωx
The channel operators M∗a
VB remain separable and still satisfy
relation (A8). Together with (A12) and the separability of
¯MVBa , this implies that 
sep(ρAB) satisfies all of the constraints
of the classical teleportation robustness (of the teleportation
assemblage {σa|ωx }a,x), leading to
τcl
({
σa|ωx
})
 
sep(ρAB). (A13)
3. Random teleportation robustness
In [9] the random teleportation robustness was introduced
as a special case of (17) with the constraint σ¯a|ωx = 1|o| 1d ,
where |o| is the number of outcomes of Alice’s measurement.
Here we consider a more general definition, defined as the
solution to the following optimization problem:
τr({σa|ωx }) = min
r,{p(a)},{M∗a }
r
s.t.
σBa|ωx + r p(a)1
B
d
1 + r = trV
[
M∗a
VB(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)]
,∑
a
p(a) = 1, M∗a VB  0, M∗a VB ∈ S,
∑
a
M∗a
VB = 1V ⊗ ρ
B + r 1Bd
1 + r . (A14)
Recall that the random entanglement robustness 
r(ρAB) sat-
isfies
ρAB + 
r(ρAB)1/d2
1 + 
r(ρAB) = σS. (A15)
Analogously to the previous cases this equation implies
σBa|ωx + 
r(ρAB)1/d
1 + 
r(ρAB) = trV
[
M∗a
VB(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)]
,
where
p(a) = tr
[
MVAa
(
ωVx ⊗
1A
d
)]
(A16)
and M∗a VB satisfies (A7) and (A8) when
∑
a σ¯a|ωx = 1d . Note
that (A16) confirms that ∑a p(a) = 1. We have confirmed
that 
r(ρAB) satisfies all the constraints from (A14), thus rep-
resents an upper bound to the random teleportation robustness
τr({σa|ωx })  
r(ρAB). (A17)
4. Tightness of the lower bound
In [9] using a form of random teleportation robustness, it
was proven that every entangled state leads to nonclassical
teleportation. This was done by proving that the random
entanglement robustness of ρAB is proportional to the ran-
dom teleportation robustness of the teleportation assemblage
{σa|ωx }a,x that results from applying a (full or partial) Bell state
measurement on ρAB and a tomographically complete set of
input states {ωx}x.
In this Appendix we prove that such an equivalence is
true for each kind of teleportation/entanglement robustness
and, moreover, whenever Alice applies the full Bell state
measurement the inequalities (A1)–(A3) are saturated.
Before doing so, let us state a lemma which will be
repeatedly used in these proofs.
Lemma 1. Every element of a teleportation assemblage
{σa|ωx }a,x resulting from an arbitrary measurement MVAa and
a shared state ρAB could have also been obtained, up to a
multiplicative factor, by post-selecting on the measurement
outcome +VA = |+〉〈+|VA applied to a suitable state
ρ ′a
AB
.
Proof. The identity (11) allows any member of a teleporta-
tion assemblage {σa|ωx }a,x to be written in the following way:
σBa|ωx = trVA
[(
MVAa ⊗ 1B
)(
ωVx ⊗ ρAB
)]
= dtrVV1A
{[(
ωVx
)T ⊗ MV1Aa ⊗ 1B](+VV1 ⊗ ρAB)}
= dtrVV1A
{[(
ωVx
)T ⊗ 1V1AB](1V ⊗ MV1Aa ⊗ 1B)
× (+VV1 ⊗ ρAB)}. (A18)
In case MV1Aa = +V1A the previous equation reduces to
σBa|ωx =
1
d
trV
{[(
ωVx
)T ⊗ 1B]ρVB}.
On the other hand, if MV1Aa is not a Bell state measurement,
(A18) reduces to
σBa|ωx = dtrVV1
{[(
ωVx
)T ⊗ 1V1AB]ρ ′aVV1AB}
= d p(a)trV
{[(
ωVx
)T ⊗ 1B]ρ ′aVB}, (A19)
where
p(a) = tr [(1V ⊗ MV1Aa ⊗ 1B)(+VV1 ⊗ ρAB)] (A20)
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and
ρ ′a
VB = 1
p(a) trV1A
(
1V ⊗ MV1Aa ⊗ 1B
)(+VV1 ⊗ ρAB).
The state ρ ′a
VB can be obtained from the state ρAB through a
stochastic local operation, which can be seen as a local version
of entanglement swapping. To obtain ρ ′a from ρ, Alice uses
two auxiliary systems in the maximally entangled state, and
applies the measurement Ma on one auxiliary system and her
share of the state ρAB. After the measurement she discards the
measured systems.
Finally, the expression given in (A19) can be written as
σBa|ωx = d2 p(a)trVA
[(
ωVx ⊗ 1AB
)(+VA ⊗ 1B)(1V ⊗ ρ ′aAB)]
= d2 p(a)trVA
[(+VA ⊗ 1B)(ωVx ⊗ ρ ′aAB)], (A21)
which proves the lemma. The multiplicative factor, mentioned
in the lemma, is equal to d2 p(a). 
The assumption that Alice applies the Bell state measure-
ment implicitly assumes that the dimension of Alice’s reduced
state dA = trB(ρAB) is equal to the dimension of the input
state d . In the general case, dA can be different from d and
in (A18)–(A21) there is no assumption about dA.
5. Generalized teleportation robustness
Let us denote by τ ∗gen(·) the generalized teleportation ro-
bustness of a teleportation assemblage obtained when Alice
performs a Bell state measurement {MVAa } and the set of input
states {ωx}x is tomographically complete. In this case the first
constraint from (A4) can be rewritten as
σBa|ωx + rσ¯Ba|ωx
1 + r
= 1
r + 1 trVA
[(
U Aa 
+VAU †a
A ⊗ 1B)(ωVx ⊗ ρAB)]
+ 1
r + 1 trVA
[(+VA ⊗ 1B)(ωVx ⊗ d2 p(a)ρ ′aAB)]
= 1
d
trV
⎡
⎣
(
U Va ρVBU †a
V + rd2 p(a)ρ ′aVB
r + 1
)TV(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)⎤⎦
= trV
[
M∗a
VB(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)]
. (A22)
The second line follows from the assumption that Alice ap-
plies a Bell state measurement and Ua are the local unitary
transformations that shift between the different Bell states
Ma = Ua+U †a . The third line uses Lemma 1 and (A21) to
re-express the general teleportation assemblage {σ¯a|ωx }a,x. The
fourth line follows from the identity (11).
Given that the set of quantum inputs {ωx} is tomographi-
cally complete the last equality implies
M∗a
VB = 1
d
(
1
r + 1U
V
a ρ
VBU †a
V + r
1 + r d
2 p(a)ρ ′VBa
)TV
.
(A23)
With this in mind we can once more rewrite the optimiza-
tion problem (A4):
τ ∗gen({σa|ωx }) = min{ra,M∗a ,p(a),ρ ′a}a r
s.t.
U Va ρVBU †a
V + rd2 p(a)ρ ′VBa
r + 1 = d
(
M∗a
VB)TV
, (A24a)
M∗a
VB  0, M∗a VB ∈ S ∀a, (A24b)∑
a
p(a)ρ ′VBa =
1V
d
⊗ ρ ′B,
∑
a
p(a) = 1, (A24c)
∑
a
M∗a
VB = 1V ⊗ ρ
B + rρ ′B
1 + r , (A24d)
which resembles the optimization problem defining the gen-
eralized entanglement robustness of the state ρVB = ρAB.
Indeed the optimization problem (A24), for one specific
value of a, say a = 0, for which U0 = 1, is similar to (16),
with the differences being that d2 p(a)ρ ′a and dM∗a VB are not
necessarily normalized, and the two additional constraints
(A24c) and (A24d). The constraint (A24a), for a = 0, has
a solution if d tr M∗0
VB = [1 + rd2 p(0)]/(1 + r). Taking this
into account the constraint can be rearranged in the following
way:
ρVB + rd2 p(0)ρ ′0VB
1 + rd2 p(0) =
1
tr M∗0
VB
(
M∗0
VB)TV
, (A25)
which is now equivalent to the first constraint from (16). Thus,
the minimal r satisfying this constraint for separable M∗0
VB is
equal to 
gen(ρAB)/[d2 p(0)].
In a similar manner the minimal r satisfying (A24a) for
a = 0 and separable M∗a VB is equal to 
gen(ρAB)/[d2 p(a)],
since the generalized entanglement robustness is the same for
all states which are related by local unitary transformations.
Let us, for a moment, suppose that there is at least one a
such that d2 p(a)  1. Since there are d2 different values of
a, (A24c) implies that for some other value of a, say a = a′,
it must be that d2 p(a′)  1. But in this case the smallest r
satisfying the constraints (A24a) and (A24b) for all a must be
strictly bigger than 
gen(ρAB). On the other hand, if d2 p(a) =
1 for all values of a, the smallest r satisfying (A24) is exactly
equal to 
gen(ρAB). Since p(a) are optimization variables, the
minimal τgen will be achieved when all p(a)s are mutually
equal.
Finally, we have to make sure that the constraints (A24c)
and (A24d) are satisfied by the solution r = 
gen(ρVB). If for
for a = 0 (A24a) is satisfied for some ρ ′0VB and M∗0 VB, for
a = 0 it will be satisfied with the same r, ρ ′aVB = U Va ρ ′0VBU †a V
and M∗a VB = U Va M∗0 VBU †a V implying
∑
a
p(a)ρ ′aVB =
1V
d
⊗ ρ ′B
because
∑
aU Va ρ ′a
VBU †a
V = d1V ⊗ ρ ′B. The validity of
(A24d) is verified by summing (A24a) over all different values
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of a:
∑
a
M∗a
VB = 1
d
∑
a
U Va
(ρVB)TV + r(ρ ′0VB)TV
1 + r U
†
a
V
= 1V ⊗ ρ
B + rρ ′B
1 + r .
By establishing the equivalence between the optimization
problem (A4) when Alice performs a full Bell state mea-
surement and has access to a tomographically complete set
of input states, and the optimization problem defining the
generalized entanglement robustness, we can conclude that
τ ∗gen({σa|ωx }) = 
gen(ρAB). (A26)
6. Classical teleportation robustness
For easier comparison let us restate the definition of the
separable entanglement robustness, which is obtained from
(16) with the constraint that ρs is a separable state

sep(ρAB) = min
r,ρs,σS
r
s.t.
ρAB + rρs
1 + r = σS, (A27)
ρs, σS ∈ S.
Let us further consider the classical teleportation robustness of
a teleportation assemblage obtained when Alice applies a full
Bell state measurement and uses a tomographically complete
set of inputs, and denote it by τ ∗cl(·). In order to reduce (A10)
to (A27), it is useful to switch from the variables ¯Ma to p(a)
and ρ ′a which are related in the following way:
d p(a)(ρ ′VBa )TV = ¯MVBa . (A28)
With this in place, members of the teleportation assemblage
σ¯Ba|ωx can be written in the form given in (A21).
The simplification used in (A22) can again be used in
exactly the same way, leading to
trV
⎡
⎣
(
U Va ρVBU †a
V + rd2 p(a)ρ ′aVB
r + 1
)TV(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)⎤⎦
= dtrV
[
M∗a
VB(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)]
. (A29)
Since the set of input states is tomographically complete,
(A29) implies
U Va ρVBU †a
V + rd2 p(a)ρ ′aVB
r + 1 = d
(
M∗a
VB)TV
.
However, in this case ρ ′a are separable [which is the conse-
quence of (A28) and the separability of ¯MVBa ]. It is thus the
case that the optimization (A10) reduces to
τ ∗cl({σa|ωx }) = min
r,{ ¯Ma,p(a)ρ ′a}a
r (A30a)
s.t.
U Va ρVBU †a
V + rd2 p(a)ρ ′VBa
r + 1 = d
(
M∗a
VB)TV
, (A30b)
M∗a
VB  0, M∗a VB ∈ S ∀a, (A30c)
ρ ′a
VB  0, ρ ′a
VB ∈ S ∀a, (A30d)∑
a
p(a)ρ ′aVB =
1V
d
⊗ ρ¯B, (A30e)
∑
a
M∗VBa = 1V ⊗
ρB + rρ¯B
1 + r . (A30f)
In order to emphasize the resemblance with (A27), let us
rewrite (A30b) in the following way:
U Va ρVBU †a
V + rd2 p(a)ρ ′VBa
1 + rd2 pa =
1
tr M∗a VB
(
M∗a
VB)TV
.
Since all states that are mutually related by local unitary
transformations have the same value for the separable entan-
glement robustness, the smallest r satisfying the last equation
for each a is equal to 
cl/d2 p(a). Analogously to the case
of the generalized teleportation robustness, the optimal r is
obtained when p(a) = 1/d2 and ρ ′a = Uaρ ′0U †a for all values
of a, and is equal to 
sep(ρAB), which implies
τ ∗cl
({
σa|ωx
}) = 
sep(ρAB). (A31)
7. Random teleportation robustness
Finally, we consider the random teleportation robustness of
a teleportation assemblage obtained when Alice applies a full
Bell state measurement and has access to a tomographically
complete set of inputs. Let us denote it accordingly by τ ∗r (·).
We will compare it to the random entanglement robustness 
r:

r(ρAB) = min
r,σS
r
s.t.
ρAB + 1/d2
1 + r = σS, (A32)
σS ∈ .
Recall that the definition of random teleportation robustness
of a teleportation assemblage {σa|ωx }a,x is given in (A14). The
first constraint of (A14) in the case where Alice applies a Bell
state measurement reads
σBa|ωx + r p(a)1B/d
1 + r
= trVA
[(
+VA ⊗ 1B)
(
ωVx ⊗
U Aa ρABU †a
A + r p(a)1AB
1 + r
)]
= 1
d
trV
⎡
⎣(U Va ρVBU †a V + r p(a)1VB
1 + r
)TV(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)⎤⎦
= trV
[
M∗a
VB(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)]
. (A33)
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For a tomographically complete set of inputs this condition is
satisfied if and only if
U Va ρVBU †a
V + r p(a)1AB
1 + r = d
(
M∗a
VB)TV
. (A34)
Following this simplification, the optimization problem (A14)
reduces to
τr({σa|ωx }) = min
r,{M∗a },{p(a)}
r
s.t.
U Va ρVBU †a
V + r p(a)1VB
1 + r = d
(
M∗a
VB)TV
, (A35a)
M∗a
VB  0, M∗a VB ∈  ∀a, (A35b)∑
a
M∗a
VB = 1⊗ ρ
B + r 1Bd
1 + r . (A35c)
For each value of a, (A35a) can be transformed in the
following way:
U Va ρVBU †a
V + rd2 p(a)1ABd2
1 + rd2 p(a) =
1
tr M∗a VB
(
M∗a
VB)TV
.
Thus, the smallest r satisfying (A35a) and (A35b) for
each a separately is equal to 
r(UVa ρVBU †a V)/d2 p(a) =

r(ρVB)/d2 p(a). Since there are d2 different outcomes a, the
smallest r which can simultaneously satisfy (A35a) for all
values of a is equal to 
r. By summing (A34) over a, we see
that the last constraint from (A14) is satisfied, which finally
implies
τ ∗r
(
σa|ωx
) = 
r(ρAB).
8. Teleportation using a partial Bell state measurement
Teleportation experiments where Alice performs a partial
Bell state measurement using POVM MVA0 = +VA, MVA1 =∑d2−1
i=1 U Vi +
VAU †i
V
and has access to a tomographically
complete set of input states are also of particular interest.
Let us denote the random teleportation robustness of a
teleportation assemblage obtained by performing such a mea-
surement as τ ′r (·). Taking into account that the set of input
states is tomographically complete, τ ′r (·) can be expressed as
the solution to the following optimization problem:
τ ′r ({σa|ωx }) = min
r,{M∗a },{p(a)}
r
s.t.
ρVB + r p(0)1VB
1 + r = d
(
M∗0
VB)TV
, (A36a)
∑d2−1
i=1 U Vi ρVBU
†
i
V + r p(1)1VB
1 + r
= d(M∗1 VB)TV , (A36b)
M∗a
VB  0, M∗a VB ∈ S ∀a, (A36c)∑
a
M∗a
VB = 1⊗ ρ
B + r 1Bd
1 + r . (A36d)
Note that the constraint (A36b), based on (A36a) and satisfy-
ing (A36d) can be reduced to
M∗1
VB =
d2−1∑
i=1
M∗0
VB + [p(1) − p(0)(d
2 − 1)]1VB
d (1 + r) ,
which is separable whenever M∗0
VB is separable.1 This means
that every r satisfying (A36a) also satisfies (A36b), which in
turn implies that τ ′r ({σa|ωx }) is equal to the smallest r satisfying
(A36a) and (A36c). Following the equivalence of (A36) and
(A32), the smallest such r is equal to 
r(ρAB)/[d2 p(0)]. The
optimal mixing assemblage is the trivial one {1B/d, 0} leading
to
τ ′r ({σa|ωx }) =

r(ρAB)
d2
. (A37)
Note that in [9] a different bound was obtained, namely that
τ ′r ({σa|ωx }) = 2
r (ρ
AB )
d2 . This is due to the different definition
used for the random teleportation robustness. There, as noted
earlier, the mixing teleportation assemblage had the form 1|o|d ,
which automatically fixed p(0) to be equal to 1/2.
APPENDIX B: TELEPORTATION WEIGHT AND BEST
SEPARABLE APPROXIMATION
In this Appendix we first show that the teleportation weight
of the teleportation assemblage {σBa|ωx }a,x puts a lower bound
on the best separable approximation of the shared state ρAB.
First, let us observe that for the state ρAB and its best sep-
arable approximation 
BSA(ρAB) there exist a corresponding
quantum state ρ˜AB and separable state ρ¯AB such that
ρAB = 
BSA(ρAB)ρ˜AB + [1 − 
BSA(ρAB)]ρ¯AB.
By tensoring ρAB with the state ωVx and applying a joint
measurement MVAa , this implies
trVA
[(
MVAa ⊗ 1B
)(
ωVx ⊗ ρAB
)]
= 
BSA(ρAB) trVA
[(
MVAa ⊗ 1B
)(
ωVx ⊗ ρ˜AB
)]
+ [1 − 
BSA(ρAB)] trVA
[(
MVAa ⊗ 1B
)(
ωVx ⊗ ρ¯AB
)]
,
i.e.,
σBa|ωx = trV
({

BSA(ρAB) ˜MVBa
+ [1 − 
BSA(ρAB)] ¯MVBa
}
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)
, (B1)
where
˜MVBa = trA
[(
MVAa ⊗ 1B
)(1V ⊗ ρ˜AB)],
¯MVBa = trA
[(
MVAa ⊗ 1B
)(1V ⊗ ρ¯AB)], (B2)
for all a and x, (B1) is equivalent to the first constraint from the
optimization problem (18). Moreover, the operators ˜MVBa and
¯MVBa defined in (B2) satisfy all the other constraints from (18).
Thus, the teleportation weight of the teleportation assemblage
1This is expected since constraint (A36b) corresponds to the mem-
ber of teleportation assemblage which is obtained by using separable
measurement MVA1 .
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{σa|ωx }a,x can only be smaller than the best separable approxi-
mation of the shared state ρAB, i.e.,
TW
({
σBa|ωx
}
a,x
)
 
BSA(ρAB).
Now we show that if the teleportation assemblage {σBa|ωx }a,x
is obtained by applying a Bell state measurement on Alice’s
share of the state ρAB and states from a tomographically
complete set {ωx}x, its teleportation weight is equal to the best
separable approximation of the state ρAB. In such a scenario
the first constraint from the optimization problem (18) can be
rewritten in the following way:
σBa|ωx = trVA
[(
U Aa 
+VAU †a
A ⊗ 1B)(ωVx ⊗ ρAB)]
= p trVA
{(
+VA ⊗ 1B)[ωVx ⊗ d2 p˜(a)ρ˜ABa ]}
+ (1 − p) trVA
{(+VA ⊗ 1B)[ωVx ⊗ d2 p¯(a)ρ¯ABa ]}.
The constraints on ˜Ma and ¯Ma impose that the states ρ˜a could
be any quantum states, while the states ρ¯a are separable.
Furthermore, using identity (11) the last equation reduces to
1
d
trV
[(
U Va ρ
VBU †a
V)TV(
ωVx ⊗ 1B
)]
= 1
d
trV
{[
pd2 p˜(a)ρ˜VBa + (1 − p)d2 p¯(a)ρ¯VBa
]TV(
ωVx ⊗1B
)}
.
(B3)
For tomographically complete set of inputs {ωx}x this equation
is satisfied if and only if
U Va ρ
VBU †a
V = d2[pp˜(a)ρ˜VBa + (1 − p) p¯(a)ρ¯VBa ]. (B4)
Together with the constraints on the states p˜a and p¯a, we
see that the optimization problem of finding the teleportation
weight of a teleportation assemblage obtained by using a Bell
state measurement and tomographically complete set of inputs
can be reduced to
TW
({
σBa|ωx
}) = min
p,p˜(a),ρ˜a,p¯(a),ρ¯a
p
s.t. U Va ρ
VBU †a
V= d2[pp˜(a)ρ˜VBa + (1 − p) p¯(a)ρ¯VBa ],∑
a
p˜(a) = 1,
∑
a
p¯a = 1,
p¯a ∈ S. (B5)
For every a the minimal p satisfying (B4) is similar to the
constraint appearing in the expression for the best separable
approximation of the state U Va ρVBU †Va . The difference is
that in (B4) the states d2 p˜(a)ρ˜VBa and d2 p¯(a)ρ¯VBa need not
be normalized. If for some a = a′, tr[d2 p˜(a′)ρ˜VBa′ ] is bigger
than 1, the minimal p satisfying (B4) would be smaller
than the best separable approximation of U Va′ ρVBU
†V
a′ . But
because
∑
a d2 p˜(a)ρ˜VBa = d2 and there are d2 different values
of a, it means that for some other a = a′′ we will have
tr[d2 p˜(a′′)ρ˜VBa′′ ] < 1, which would make the smallest p sat-
isfying (B4) strictly larger than the best separable approxima-
tion of U Va′′ρVBU
†V
a′′ . Since all the states related by local unitary
transformations have the same best separable approximation,
the optimal p satisfying all d2 different constraints contained
in (B4) must be equal to 
BSA(ρVB).
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